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ABSTRACT- Even though point to point transmission technique is the best solution for high speed data 
transmission, there still exist sp&ial signals that should drive multiple loads using H-tree to reduce skew 
and keep good signal quality a t  the same time. This paper shows problems of a current H-tree structure 
and suggests a new H-tree structnre which is ISI(1nter Symbol Interference)-free and cost effective. 

I. Introduction 
In many high speed digital systems, clock signal should drive multiple loads without losing its signal 

quality. However, clock signal is damaged during transmission by a few noise sources, such as ISI, crosstak and 
power supply noise. Among these noise sources, IS1 should be considered more carefully because H-tree 
structure has impedance mismatch at each branch node and they make serious distortion to the clock signal even 
though there are no crosstalk and power supply noise. Of course, it is a basic assumption that each branch of the 
H-Tree has enough length to see it as a transmission line. 

Almost current H-trees have termination at each load or source to reduce iSI. However, termination at 
loads or sources can not remove the IS1 by branch mismatch. Therefore, if periodic or random signals are 
transmitted through a current H-tree structure, there is large IS1 by multiple reflections at each branch. As the 
system operating frequency goes higher, reducing this kind of IS1 is getting more important. 

The simplest impedance matching method at each branch is to control line width. However, narrow-width 
line causes low process feasibility and wide-width line causes low routing flexibility. Therefore, line width 
control method is not the best solution to get rid of the IS1 in H-tree. There is another matching method 
applicable to H-tree structure, that is, inserting Wilkinson power divider at each branch node[l]. However, this is 
only for single frequency RF signals and not good solution for broadband digital signals. 

Since transmission line width is not easily controllable as described before, inserting resistors on each 
branch is one of the best choices to match the branch discontinuity for broadband digital signals. However, 
inserting resistors onto the transmission line means reducing signal DC level. Therefore, there is challenge for 
both maintaining good signal DC level and removing IS1 coincidentally. To meet both conditions, resistors 
should be inserted at each branch node to be able to remove IS1 and not to lose signal DC level too much. This 
paper shows a new H-tree structure using resistive matching technique which gives good signal quality, 
reasonable signal level loss, and good routing flexibility. Besides, this new structure makes cost effective system 
by removing passive termination resistors on a board or reducing chip area for on-die termination. 

Figure 1 shows the proposed H-tree, that is, open load backward matching (OLBM) H-tree. ,When a signal 
propagates from a source to loads, there are reflections at each branch due to the branch mismatch and signal DC 
level loss due to the resistors inserted at each branch. However, the reflections are removed by backward 
matching resistors and signal DC level is recovered by open load. Backward matching resistors remove 
impedance mismatch only when the signal propagates from loads to a source. It is explained how to implement 
backward matching resistors on differential H-tree. how they can remove IS1 on H-tree, and what is the geneml 
design rules for OLBM H-tree in part II. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed H-hoe: Open Load Backward Matching(0LBM) H-tree 

11. General design rules of the proposed OLBM H-tree and Simulation Results 
The proposed OLBM H-tree can remove IS1 and maintain signal DC level as large as possible. To get 

maximum signal DC level, this H-tree has open load which means there is no termination at the end of the H-tree 
And to remove ISI, every branch should have backward matching resistors as shown in figure 2 (a). Backward 
matching means that impedance mismatch at each branch does not happen when signals propagate from loads to 
signal source. Figure 2 (a) shows that there is no impedance mismatch when signal propagates from load to 
source and there is signal DC level loss 1/N for N-branch node. However, open load makes the signal twice 
bigger than the incident wave and the backward matching resistors at each branch absorb all reflected waves so 
there is no more wave back to the load again. Figure 2 (b) shows general loss calculation rule for the proposed 
OLBM H-tree. According to the rule, OLBM H-tree strnchlre should determine its DC level loss first by 
controlling each branch number carefully and after deciding reasonable signal DC value, resistors should be 
inserted at each branch like figure 2(a). For a differential H-tree, the impedance 2 in figure 2(a) should be 
changed to differential impedance. 
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Fig. 2. General rules of OLBM(0pen Load Backward Matching) H-tree: (a) branch structure; (b) signal 
DC level loss 

Usually, source termination resistance by driving circuit is not linear and not perfect. So, there is wave 
back to the loads again. To remove IS1 by this reflected wave, resistors inserted at each branch node should be 
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bidirectional matching, Bidirectional matching means that impedance mismatch at each branch does not happen 
whether the signal propagates to loads or source. However, bidirectional matching structure needs series resistors 
at each branch and gives signal DC level loss 20% more compared to backward matching structure. Simulation 
results show that the best structure of H-tree is open load plus backward matching combination. Figure 3 shows 
that the proposed OLBM H-tree has the best signal quality even though there are about 20% mismatch at signal 
source termination. 
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of various H-tree structures: (a) IOOMHz clock signal ;(h) lGhps random signal 
(2"7-1 PRBS) 

Comparing OLBM H-tree and end-termination H-tree gives interesting results. First of all, the latter needs 
as many resistors as the number of loads. If each load has on-die termination, there will be chip area loss. 
Besides, signal DC level loss is larger than the former as shown in figure 4. Full load termination H-tree has 
lower signal DC level than OLBM H-tree and more over, it is not cost effective because it needs too many 
termination resistors compared to OLBM H-Wee. However, the OLBM H-tree needs resistors only at each branch 
and does not consume extra board area because the backward matching resistors are inserted between differential 
lines with parallel form. Therefore, OLBM H-tree is the best choice to remove ISI, maintain reasonable DC level, 
and reduce system cost. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of signal DC level with end-termination structure (OLBM is always better than end- 
termination) 
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111. Experimental Verification and Measurement Results 
Figure 5 shows experimental results of the proposed OLBM H-tree structure with other various structures. 

DUT@evice Under Test) has lOcm length on each branch and drives six loads. Differential H-tree driving 6 
loads needs just four resistors to implement OLBM H-tree. As shown in the figure 5 ,  the OLBM H-tree has the 
best signal quality and signal level. Figure 5 (a) shows that the OLBM H-tree can transmit clock signal to loads 
without IS1 and significant DC level loss. If random signal is transmitted, the difference of these structures is 
clear as shown in figure 5 (b). From this measurement results, it was verified that the proposed OLBM H-tree 
structure is applicable in real high speed digital systems. 

(8) @) 
Fig. 5. Experimental results: (a) lOOMHz clock signal (x: Ins/div, y: O.lV/div); (b) 2OOMbps random signal 
(2".31-1 PRBS) (x: Zns/div, y: O.IV/div) 

1V. Conclusion 
A new differential H-tree structure has been proposed and successfully demonstrated by both simulation 

and experiment. Open loads compensate signal level loss due to resistors inserted at each branch and the 
backward matching resistors absorb reflected wave, therefore, there is no more reflected wave back to the load 
again. This structure always has better performance than end-termination H-tree in terms of IS1 and signal level. 
Various simulation and experiment results show that the proposed open load backward matching differential H- 
tree has the best performance in terms of signal quality, signal DC level, and cost effectiveness. 
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